Class 13: Recursion with Lists

Held: Friday, 15 September 2006

Summary: Today we continue our exploration of recursion by developing recursive procedures that take lists as parameters and do non-numeric computation with those lists.

Related Pages:

- EBoard.
- Lab: Recursion with Lists.
- Reading: Recursion.

Due

- HW5.

Assignments

- HW6.

Notes:

- Tuesday’s CS Extra: Reports from Small Industry.
- Lots of weekend work: Finish today’s lab, Start Homework 6, Read about Numeric recursion.

Overview:

- Q&A.
- Labs.

Questions and Answer Session

- Are there particular issues with regard to list recursion on which you need clarification?

Labs

- Finish The first lab on recursion.
- Work on The lab on more general list recursion.
- Please finish both labs over the weekend.
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